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Results-focused, quality-driven professional with extensive experience in 
merchandise planning and allocation, demonstrating consistent achievement of 
objectives.

FEBRUARY 2000 – OCTOBER 2001
JR. MERCHANDISE PLANNER - ABC CORPORATION

 Planned accessories division, including jewelry, shoes, handbags, hosiery, 
lingerie, sunglasses and gifts.

 Utilized MMS planning system to develop class, department and division plans.
 Planned, forecast and monitored sales and inventory down to class and subclass

levels.
 Developed entrance/exit strategies for seasonal commodities.
 Created and monitored promotional strategies.
 Created assortment plans to ensure proper volume of group inventory levels 

and penetration.
 Controlled timing and flow of receipts, and buyer adherence to receipt plans.

1998 – 2000
MERCHANDISE PLANNER - ABC CORPORATION

 Held various planning roles in the mens division (dress shirts and neckwear, 
branded athletic apparel, team licensed apparel) with annual sales volume 
ranging from 100 to 300 million dollars.

 Created class level plans with Trade Matrix (TMMP) to meet divisional sales and 
gross profit targets.

 Analyzed business trends with consideration of holiday and seasonal shifts and 
the companys promotional calendar to drive business and exceed planned 
objectives.

 Develop seasonal plans based on product life cycle, plotting initial delivery, flow
schedule and key markdown timing to maximize sell thru at the program level.

 Planned and managed receipts and markdowns (promotional/permanent) at the 
program level to maximize sales and gross profit.

 Collaborate with the merchandising team to develop a comprehensive strategy 
that aligns financial plans with future product opportunities at the subdivision 
and class level.

 Analyze and recap sales results with in season forecasts and present financial 
plans and key strategies to management at monthly financial review meetings..
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EDUCATION

B.A. in Psychology - (California Lutheran University - Thousand Oaks, CA)

SKILLS

Inventory Analysis, Management, Sales & Trend Forecasting.
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